
Good Evening

The Blissful Mind 



Any General Questions
from your home work?



Your Home Work

Turn the light around every moment of the 
day
Look at your noisy mind, face it and watch 

the thoughts dissipate.   Then rest in the 
bliss
When moving start from stillness, remain 

in stillness and end in stillness.  e.g. act by 
turning the light around
Try and have longer meditation



Metropolitan Anthony
of

Sourozh
Metropolitan Bishop of the 
Russian Orthodox Church

Story of the Bakery



Two Books we have 
been using 





The Gunas

Three forces of nature



HH

Herne Hill Solar Panels



The Blissful Mind
We are very lucky as we are the result of 

hard work and struggle in evolution
We have a human birth
1 in 300,000,000 sperm swim to get to the 

egg - mostly no egg there! But We did it.
We have come across a teaching which 

will allow us to grow and develop.
The range of the blissful mind is here and 

now  to cosmoses, it is the universe.



George E
Vaillant

The Men of the
Harvard Study

1938



We develop until we die

Everyday we must practice



New Swiss Study
of the Dying

Over 50% of the patients had 
transcendent experiences before 

they died



The Dying

Experiences of oneness/ unio mystica (41 
patients), wherein patients could feel free,
peaceful, and manifested a transformed 
perception or consciousness. Some patients
described the divine as “a great being” or “a 
brilliant light”. A quadriplegic said: “Up to
now I have been waiting all the time, now I 
essentially am”. He described himself in a
state “beyond time, space and body”.



Lets look at the Cosmic Mind



Martin Israel - Cosmic
I knew that the essential part of myself, the true-self or soul, 
was raised far above the physical body,…. for all physical 
sensation had been obliterated by a new type of sensory 
knowledge that came not from any bodily organs, but from the 
soul itself I was borne aloft by a power that surpassed my 
understanding. It had no limitation but was all-pervading. Its 
thrust was irresistible and its action beneficent. It was the full 
measure of love, for with it were all things, and in it life found 
its consummation…….. The dark stillness of this eternal power 
was also the incomparable radiance of light, a light so intense 
that it illuminated the source of life and cast its heavenly rays 
on the meaning and communion of life. The uncreated light 
was the primary energy of the power of eternity, and the 
heavenly music of eloquent silence was its emanation into the 
soul.



Marti Israel
This ascending spiral of life, death, and rebirth was 
seen to be the destiny of all living things in their 
progress towards completion. The struggle and 
termination of each life were comparable, in relation 
to divine reality, to the tearful resistance of little 
children who are put to bed by their parents, and 
who awake fresh the next day to advance on new 
adventures: I was filled with an irresistible sense of 
humour and delight when I realised that the pain 
borne by the creature was trivial in comparison with 
the glory that was to be revealed in him and in the 
whole world at the end of the human struggle. 



How do we find bliss



How to keep energy
p55 golden flower

• Whenever you leak vital spirit, being stirred and 
interacting with beings, that is all fire. Whenever 
you gather back the spirit of consciousness and 
quiet it down to steep in the centre, that is all 
water.  When the senses run outward, that is 
fire; when the senses turn around inward,  that is 
water.

• ...........Once you withdraw to rest your vital 
spirits and are not influenced by objects, then 
this is true intercourse, as of course when you sit 
in profound silence



A test for you!

• Note your energy level ( how still is the 
mind, how focused are you)

• Now note that when  thoughts come in and 
you follow them, your energy is stolen!

• Do NOT allow the thieves to come and 
steal.

• The more focused you are the more you 
develop , the greater the energy the more 
solid the light body. 



Direct Experience of bliss

• Generation of Bliss by

• Stillness
• Silence and listening
• Expansion of inner space

• How many have a good feel for this path



The mind is by nature blissful
we just need

to be ‘quiet’ to experience it



Path to the Bissful Mind

Just as a son has some elements of his father, [we 
call them ‘genes’] similarly all of us carry some 
element of Param-Atman. But merely knowing this is 
not sufficient.
For example, we all know that wood is inflammable. 
This knowledge by itself would not create a flame. 
When we rub two pieces of wood vigorously together 
a flame appears from the wood itself without 
application of any external fire. Similarly the flame of 
Knowledge springs up from the rubbing together of 
our thoughts, and it burns away all that is undesirable.



To know is merely knowledge, but to acknowledge 
is to love. Yet even to know and to acknowledge is 
not enough; we should also think.

Constant holding in the mind the thought of the 
guru-disciple relationship is enough. Till when? Till 
there is Eternal Life in the body. Devoting the mind 
to Param-Atman and forming mental images of 
Param-Atman should be a constant practice. Then 
life would flow naturally and doubts would dissolve 
by themselves.



Mr Ouspensky

The opening of the heart
The generation of bliss







Melting of the Heart
H.H.  The process of change-over from hardness to melting of 
the heart is gradual and would take time according to the 
degree of hardness. Abundance of Rajas or hardened heart is 
the outcome of certain kinds of activity which have been 
practised in the past, and has become the nature, ‘Prakriti’, of 
the individual, so that it is now habitual and is a springboard for 
all his actions when he is not awake and attentive…… This 
knowledge of mechanical behaviour is only the beginning; for 
unless this knowledge is transformed into his nature it is not of 
much use. To do this one simply needs to practise that which 
will undo the previous practice. To get out of the Rajasic 
practice one needs Sattvic practice, which means to do good 
deeds and meditation and all other actions which create Sattva. 



More Bliss
One doesn’t have to choose anything, but stand at the 
middle and see both sides, the outer and the inner. Or 
stay in the present and watch the passing life—the play 
of ‘past’ and ‘future’. Each state is part of the Absolute, 
and one does not have to select one of these situations. 
One has to become the impartial and silent observer of 
whatever happens, may it be Samadhi, waking dream or 
sleep. If that is achieved, it is beyond all these states 
of the world we live in, and in effect everything is 
Sat-Chit-Ananda the Absolute. Even the most 
humdrum work such as digging, then gives bliss or 
Ananda.                                             [Record 1972, 2rd October]



The Blissful mind 
is all around us now



The Golden Flower, p.65

• When you keep presence of mind, only then do 
you have autonomy.  When you have autonomy, 
only then can you manage affairs...However, 
presence of mind is easily interrupted.  Practice 
it for a long time,  though, and it will naturally 
become unbroken.   Once it is unbroken, it is 
continuous.  With continuity, the light shines 
bright.  When the light shines bright, energy is 
full.  When energy is full, then oblivion and 
distraction disappear without effort.



The take home  message
is we keep on developing

until we die

So work your sox off
To develop

The Blissful Mind 



The 
End




